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Hurting Deep...Healing Deep
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the complexities of trauma and how all
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and Aldea Children and Family Services
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very specialized and unique approach is
have access to the most comprehensive
required based on the story of each
services available by utilizing an integrated
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Such was the endeavor that Aldea
that place patients at the center of their
Children and Family Services set out
own team of medical professionals. In
to undertake along with OLE Health.
particular (and the focus of this article),
OLE Health is a medical provider that
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care between providers increases the
likelihood of better health outcomes
for patients. The collaborative model
of fully integrated health care was
meant to be a break from the “business
as usual” model and swiss cheese
approach and aims for something that
is meaningful, efficient, and respectful
of the dignity and journey of each
individual who needs assistance from
both agencies. Patients have a dedicated
treatment team that provides medical,
dental, and behavioral health care in a
single location.
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